{{We are indebted to Nell and Catherine for writing their youthful first impressions and for
sharing them with us. The continuing monkey business of the "Boys" held the girls attention far more than
what the older generation did. _The Weiners thought the girls were "charming", and quite a contrast to New York
girls.
The success of the trip was indicated by the return of the Kenyons to Mineral King for a second trip
in 1928, and later by a continuing friendship with the Davises.
Nell Kenyon married the late Bob Shannon who became a school teacher and rancher at Springville.
The Shannon family had a tradition of mountain packing in the Sierra.
Catherine Rogers married Llewellyn Goodfield and they too had a commitment to mountain Packing. Both
families have been long time friends of my family at Santa Barbara and Carpinteria.}}
SUMMARY
When Mr. Kenyon ordered three pack animals and a horse for each tourist, plus the large support crew, it was a deluxe trip,
but otherwise not unusual. The mountains were unrestricted and continued to be until the 50's and 60's. The trip revealed the
mind set that prevailed in 1927, unimpeded by wars or depressions.
In cooperation with the Park Service, the Sierra Club, for many years the biggest commercial u3er of stock in the mountains,
started a trend in the other direction. In the 50's they started using lighter equipment and stoves (burning pro.pane and not using
wood, etc..) and relaying it from camp to camp in a way to make for efficient use of stock.
The balance continued to shift until now, the typical back country outing is of two to four people traveling through the
high country and carrying all their own necessities. Horses no longer dominate, especially in the park.· Where the heroic
Western horsemen once wrote his own ticket, he now has learned the new rules of the back country. Partly, as a result of the
new Wilderness guidelines, he now goes with the least impact possible. Foot Campers also come under the new awareness rules
of Wilderness conduct.
Under the new order, horses continue to take their historic place in the mountains. An important treatment of this subject
can be found in the April, 1989 issue of the National Geographic Magazine.
In August, 1989, I was on a pack trip in the Golden Trout Wilderness. It was my good fortune to be with Charles Morgan,
onetime part owner of Mount Whitney Pack Trains and a Sierra Club Member. Also present was Ben York, a former packer for Ike
Livermore and the Mt. Whitney Pack Trains. Later Ben packed for the Mineral King Packing Co. I lingered nearby as they casually
recalled past events involving the hierarchy of the Sierra Club and mountain packing in the 40's and 50's. Laced in their
musings were the Buckmans, Malloys and other mountain people of Mineral King and Sequoia Park.
Charles was a young observer and Ben was a packer in 1948 when Morgan and Livermore sent out fifteen "strings", (75 mules),
into the Mount Whitney back country, (Crabtree Meadows et al.), to relay the Sierra Club through the high country. Charles spoke
warmly of the big campfire and evening programs that had been so well described in "Mineral King Country", (the 1903 Sierra Club
trip to the Kern River.)
When I first visited Crabtree Meadows in 1947, we stopped at one of the main camps. There on the banks of Whitney Creek was n
sad sight. The tin can pile was huge - an easy throw from the campfire. All of those cans had been packed in and left. Our
cans were tossed on the pile without comment. The horseman was not a noted cook and depended heavily on canned food. Other
noted sites, within and without the Park, were likewise degraded. Ten years later the cleanup began.
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